To 2016 CSF Promoters

Zurich, 9th September 2015

CSF AWARD FOR BEST PRESENTATION DURING YOUR CONFERENCE

Dear Promoter of a 2016 CSF conference

In the occasion of the 20th anniversary of activity of the Congressi Stefano Franscini, ETH Zurich’s conference platform at Monte Verità (Ascona, Ticino) in 2009 the Director and the Scientific Board of the Congressi Stefano Franscini decided to establish

a CSF Award for young scientists
to be attributed to the best presentation

which will take place during CSF conferences.
The Award corresponds to the sum of

CHF 500.-
together with a certificate and a small CSF memento.

In other words, the scientific/organizing committee of your conference should designate the winner of such a prize according to the following criteria:

- best scientific oral presentation (content and form), including also a Poster presentation
- the winner should be a young scientist: a PhD student or someone who has accomplished a doctoral degree within the last 3 years, maximum age 33 years.

The Award will be formally presented to the winner before the end of the conference at Monte Verità, by a representative of both your organizing committee and the CSF.

For further details, please feel free to contact me at the above indicated address or telephone number.

Kind regards.

Dr. Chiara Cometta
Administrative Director CSF